30th March - 4th Meeting Space Mentors / Space Mentees.

At 6.15 PM - Royal Observatory - The Meridian Room - Ringlaan 3 - 1180 Brussels.

After the Senate, Belspo and Agoria we are very pleased to invite you to our 4th “Meeting Space Mentors/Space Mentees” in close partnership with the Space Pole Early Career Group.

Today, contrary to some beliefs, the space sector is in good shape and recruits!! Unfortunately, the lack of highly qualified graduates in our country, pushes the industry to look for talents abroad. **You can be this talent!** The mission of YouSpace is to give the opportunity to improve your future professional choice in the space sector by meeting, discussing and maybe contracting a mentoring relationship. Certainly the best way to help you to find your path!

**Our program for Thursday:**

18:15 - 18:20: Ronald Van der Linden, General Director of the Royal Observatory.
18:30 - 18:50: Paul Counet, Head of Strategy EUMETSAT

"Join the challenge of operational monitoring of the weather and climate from space ".
18:50 - 19:10: Call by the Space Mentees and Space Mentors.
19:10 - 21:30: Walking dinner and exchange between Space Mentors /Space Mentees.

Please share this invitation amongst their colleagues and Professors with their students!! For the good organization we already thank you for confirming your presence to contact@youspace.be.

We will be happy to see you !!

The YouSpace team: